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Flow Field Simulations of a Gas
Turbine Combustor
The flow field exiting the combustor in a gas turbine engine is quite complex consid
the presence of large dilution jets and complicated cooling schemes for the comb
liner. For the most part, however, there has been a disconnect between the combust
turbine when simulating the flow field that enters the nozzle guide vanes. To determi
effects of a representative combustor flow field on the nozzle guide vane, a large
wind tunnel section has been developed to simulate the flow conditions of a prototy
combustor. This paper presents experimental results of a combustor simulation wi
downstream turbine section as a baseline for comparison to the case with a turbine
Results indicate that the dilution jets generate turbulence levels of 15–18% at the exit of
the combustor with a length scale that closely matches that of the dilution hole diam
The total pressure exiting the combustor in the near-wall region neither resembl
turbulent boundary layer nor is it completely uniform putting both of these comm
made assumptions into question.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1475742#
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Introduction
A major factor in decreasing the cost of gas turbine engin

whether they be for military or for commercial uses, is to redu
the maintenance costs. The turbine, particularly the first stag
subject to very harsh conditions resulting from high-temperat
and high-turbulence flows exiting the combustor. Operatio
experience indicates that some turbine airfoils suffer serious d
age while adjacent airfoils remain in good operating conditi
This observation suggests that there are significant nonunifo
ties in the exit combustor flows that have detrimental effects
the airfoils.

To evaluate the effects of these nonuniformities and to furt
our understanding in how to best integrate the combustor
turbine, a new experimental facility was developed to simul
prototypical combustor exit conditions as the entrance conditi
to a first stage, linear, turbine vane cascade. Although this s
has not simulated the reacting flow, thereby not including s
affects as the heat release due to combustion, it is importan
recognize that we should begin by determining whether we
computationally simulate the nonreacting flow field. The heat
lease, for example, will depend upon the mixing characteristic
the dilution jets. If the dilution jets can not be accurately sim
lated under the nonreacting conditions, it would be difficult
simulate the reacting flow field. For the design of the facil
reported in this paper, nonuniformities in both the span~radial!
and pitch~circumferential! directions exiting the combustor hav
been simulated through the use of combustor liner panels, insu
representative near-platform flows, and dilution jets, insuring r
resentative mainstream flows with high levels of turbulence.

In general, the following objectives for the facility described
this paper are: i! to simulate the flow conditions for a prototypica
combustor that is nonreacting, ii! to quantify the exit conditions
~inlet conditions for the turbine! for this prototypical combustor
and iii! to quantify the flow field in the downstream vane passa
as a result of the nonuniform combustor exit conditions. Spec
cally, this paper presents the effects that the dilution jets have
the flow and thermal fields exiting the combustor with no dow
stream turbine vane present. This paper describes those ex
mentally measured flow and thermal fields after describing
development of the combustor simulator facility.

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute and presented at the I
national Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, New Orleans, L
siana, June 4–7, 2001. Manuscript received by the IGTI, November 2000; rev
manuscript received March 2001. Paper No. 2001-GT-170. Review Chair: R
Natole.
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Relevant Past Studies
A majority of the past experimental and computational simu

tions of a gas turbine have assumed either a simple t
dimensional turbulent boundary layer and a uniform mean field
a constant total pressure entering the first stage turbine vane.
result of a simple two-dimensional turbulent boundary layer
sumption, the resulting secondary flow pattern in the vane pas
comprises a horseshoe vortex, which splits into two legs; a suc
side leg and a pressure side leg that further develops into
passage vortex. This secondary flow pattern was first suggeste
Langston@1# and more recently confirmed by measurements
Kang and Thole@2#. As a result of a constant total pressure a
sumption, no changes in the streamline pattern would occu
theoretically shown by Munk and Prim@3# and computationally
shown to be true by Shang and Epstein@4# and Hermanson and
Thole @5#. A uniform total pressure field results in no radial pre
sure gradient, which is needed to drive the passage vortex. B
assumptions, a two-dimensional turbulent boundary layer o
constant total pressure, are questionable for the nozzle guide
particularly in the hub and tip regions. These are questionab
one considers that as much as 50% or more of the flow ente
the main gas path is fluid that has passed through combustor l
in the form of either film coolant or dilution fluid.

While the experimental studies by Butler et al.@6# and Shang
et al. @7# have considered nonuniform inlet temperature profil
the only study to have measured a realistic total pressure varia
was that by Stabe et al.@8#. Stabe et al.@8# simulated a liner flow
through the use of a combustor exit radial temperature simul
~CERTS!. The CERTS used circumferential slots with no dilutio
holes. This study clearly indicated changes did occur in the t
pressure when using the CERTS as compared to not using
CERTS. Details are not available, however, for comparing
effects that the two different total pressure profiles had on
secondary flow field development in the stator vane section.

Burd and Simon@9# simulated a range of injection flows from
two-dimensional slot upstream of a nozzle guide vane. Althou
this is an important study, the geometry used does not have a
the elements necessary to represent that of a combustor line
an aeroengine. In their work, they reported to have made a sin
point total pressure measurement at the inlet to their vane casc
They indicated in their paper that the inlet total pressure field w
considered to be uniform for the full range of injection to mai
stream mass flow ratios. The thermal field results reported
Burd et al. @10#, however, indicated that for a mass flow rat
greater than 3.2%, the injectant~coolant! migrated up the pressur
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surface of the vane. This is consistent with having a higher t
pressure in the near-wall region. A higher total pressure in the n
platform region results in a vortex of opposite rotation as
passage vortex first illustrated by Langston@1#. The results of
Burd et al.@10# indicated a vortex that would drive flow up th
pressure side of the vane away from the endwall, whereas L
ston’s passage vortex has the orientation to drive flow down
pressure side of the vane toward the endwall. Recall Langston@1#
considered a two-dimensional turbulent boundary layer where
total pressure decreases due to a decrease in velocity as
moves from the midspan to the endwall region. This reversa
the passage vortex was shown to occur computationally by H
manson and Thole@5# when a higher total pressure occurs in t
endwall region.

This summary of relevant literature demonstrates the imp
tance of knowing what the inlet flow conditions are to the fi
stage vane in the turbine. What is lacking, however, are
needed measurements of the total pressure field and turbu
levels that can be used as boundary conditions for turbine v
simulations. The next logical step in accurately assessing the
pabilities of computing turbine flow fields and heat transfer is
evaluate whether the computational codes can accurately sim
these nonuniform inlet flows to the turbine.

Description of Experimental Simulations
Complete measurements of the near wall flows exiting an ac

combustor are nearly impossible to achieve in an operating
gine. For this purpose, a scaled-up combustor simulator fac
was carefully designed to simulate the geometry and flow co
tions of an early design of a prototypical aeroengine combu
with these values being provided by industry~Soechting and
Cheung@11#!. The purpose of making this facility large scale w
to allow for good spatial measurement resolution. In general,
wind tunnel simulation included combustor liner panels w
many rows of discrete, axially oriented film-cooling holes and t
streamwise rows of large dilution holes. At the end of the lin
panels, there is a slot in which more coolant is injected into
primary passage. More discussion will follow in this section
the details of the liner panels and exit slot.

The wind tunnel facility itself has been described in numero
previous studies~Kang et al.@12#, Kang and Thole@2#, and Ra-
domsky and Thole@13,14#! as a closed-loop tunnel with
scaled-up~9X!, two passage~one sector!, linear cascade. The flow
is driven for both the past reported studies as well as the s
described in this paper by a single 50-hp axial fan. Downstream
the fan is a large primary heat exchanger core. Somewhat do
stream of the heat exchanger core is the linear cascade, whi
placed in a corner of the tunnel.

The modifications made to this facility include replacing
7.3-m long section, located just upstream of the cascade co
test section as illustrated in Fig. 1. The replacement section
cludes a transition section that splits the flow into a primary fl
passage and two symmetric secondary flow passages locate

Fig. 1 Illustration of the low speed wind tunnel facility with the
combustor simulator section
Journal of Turbomachinery
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the top and bottom of the primary flow passage. Within the tr
sition section in the primary flow passage, the flow immediat
passes through a perforated plate. The sole purpose of the p
rated plate is to provide the necessary pressure drop to contro
flow splits between the primary and secondary passages. A
distance 3.5 m downstream of the perforated plate, the flow pa
through a thermal and flow conditioning section containing a ba
of heaters followed by a series of screens and flow straighten
The heater section comprises three individually controlled ba
of electrically powered, finned bars supplying a maximum to
heat addition of 55 kW. This total heat addition is enough to ra
the primary passage flow to a temperature 20°C above the sec
ary flow coolant temperature. A controller unit maintains a
point temperature to within 1°C. Downstream of the flow straig
eners, the heated primary flow enters the combustor simulato
the combustor simulator, secondary coolant flow is injected i
the primary flow passage through liner panels and dilution ho
In addition, the flow is accelerated prior to entering the turb
section.

The flow in the secondary passages, also shown in Fig. 1
first directed through heat exchangers. In addition to heat be
rejected from the primary heat exchanger, the heat exchange
the secondary passages provide additional heat rejection fo
coolant flow. The flow in the secondary passages is then dire
into a large supply chamber as shown in Fig. 2~a!. This supply
chamber provides the flow necessary for the combustor liner c
ing and dilution holes. The exit slot is used for the purpose
providing additional cooling to the platform. In the combust
simulator there are a series of four streamwise panels on both
top and the bottom that contain the film-cooling and diluti
holes. To insure the correct coolant flow splits among the li
panels and dilution rows, separate supply chambers for each c
ponent were placed within the large supply. These separate ch
bers are also indicated in Fig. 2~a!. The coolant flow for the exit
slot at the end of the combustor panels was maintained by pro
ing the required pressure in the large supply chamber. Fig.~b!
gives the overall dimensions of the combustor simulator.

Velocity and temperature field measurements were made a
inlet to the combustor section using a hot-wire and thermocou
to verify the flow uniformity. The maximum deviation in the mea

Fig. 2 Illustration of the supply channels for each of the com-
bustor liner and dilution flows „a…, and geometric details of the
primary flow path „b….
JULY 2002, Vol. 124 Õ 509
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velocity was 1.9%, while the maximum deviation in the tempe
ture was 5.7%~based on the driving temperature potential b
tween the mainstream and coolant!. The turbulence level at the
entrance to the combustor section, which was a result of the
stream perforated plate, was 3%.

The exit dimensions of the primary channel for the combus
simulator were matched to the inlet dimensions of the pre-exis
large-scale turbine vane cascade section@13,14#. This existing cas-
cade represents one sector of an engine with the correctly sc
span-to-chord and pitch-to-chord ratios. The combustor sim
tor’s inlet cross section and overall length were designed base
aeroengine data. The combustor’s inlet cross-sectional area
such that the width was chosen to be slightly larger than
sector~to allow for sidewall flow removal! and the height was 1.8
vane spans. The height of the simulator was chosen such tha
aeroengine’s acceleration parameter~K! through the combusto
was matched through the simulator. These acceleration param
were calculated based on the inlet flow and the added mass
through the liners and dilution holes matching the simulator to
engine.

Design of Liner Panels and Dilution Holes. Other than per-
forming the measurements in an actual operating engine, it is
feasible to provide a measurement environment with all of a
bine engine’s conditions being matched. In designing this co
bustor simulator, the parameters that were chosen to matc
early design of a prototypical combustor included the following!
the acceleration parameter~K, as defined in the Nomenclature!
through the combustor; ii! the scaled combustor exit velocity t
insure the correct inlet Reynolds number for the turbine sect
iii ! the coolant-to-mainstream momentum flux ratios of the lin
cooling holes and the dilution holes; iv! the percentage coolan
mass flux addition to the primary flow by the liner cooling hole
exit slot, and dilution holes; v! the film-cooling staggered hole
pattern shown in Fig. 3; and vi! geometric scaling for the film-
cooling hole diameter and the exit slot geometry~9X!. Note that
the parameters for the prototypical engine combustor were
actual running~hot! operating conditions. The air loading param
eter ~ALP defined in the Nomenclature, Lefebvre@15#! for the
engine simulated was 0.6631024 and for the wind tunnel design
was 0.431024. The loading parameterhu ~see Nomenclature!
given by Walsh and Fletcher@16# for both the engine and wind
tunnel simulation was 1.8.

The liners for the combustor simulator were a streamwise se
of four different panels that started 2.7 vane chords~1.6 m! up-

Fig. 3 Film-cooling hole pattern for each liner panel
510 Õ Vol. 124, JULY 2002
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stream of the turbine test section. The first two panel lengths w
41 cm while the third and fourth panels were 38 cm and 46 c
The panels extended the full width of the test section. The fi
two panels were horizontal to maintain a constant cross-sectio
area while the following two panels were inclined at 17 deg
match the correct flow acceleration. The panels were constru
of 1.27 cm thick urethane foam with a low thermal conductivi
(k50.037 W/mK) to allow for adiabatic surface temperatu
measurements. The dense matrix of film-cooling and diluti
holes for each of the panels were cut into the urethane foam u
a water jet.

The aforementioned parameters, listed in Table 1, are belie
to provide a flow field representative to that entering into t
turbine. Since the Mach number is generally quite low~Ma,0.1!
in the combustor, this parameter is not relevant. Another para
eter not being matched is the coolant-to-mainstream density
tios, which are typically quite high~between two and three!. Al-
though the density ratios are not matched, the jet-to-mainstre
momentum flux ratios and percentage of mass flow addition
both the film-cooling and dilution holes are being matched. T
momentum flux ratio is the parameter that most affects mix
characteristics of jets in cross-flow. The film cooling hole patter
shown in Fig. 3, were configured in equilateral triangles a
spaced evenly across the panel surface. The diameter of the c
ing holes was 0.76 cm giving anL/D53.3.

The dilution hole diameters were also designed to insure
percent mass addition of the dilution fluid and coolant-t
mainstream momentum flux ratios were matched to that of
engine. This first row of dilution holes has three holes even
spaced with the center hole being aligned with the center of
simulator ~and also, when present, the vane stagnation! and lo-
cated at 42% of the combustor length~0.68 m! downstream of the
start of the panels. The dilution holes in the first row have
diameter that is 8.5 cm. The second row of dilution holes w
located on the third panel at 56% of combustor length~0.9 m!
downstream of the start of the panels. The second row of dilut
holes contained two holes having a diameter 12.1 cm. The
dilution holes were staggered with the first row of holes~and also,
when present, at the midpitch of the two passages in the v
cascade!. As illustrated in Fig. 2~a!, the supply chamber for the
dilution flow was required to be some distance from the hole ex
giving anL/D ratio of 1.5 for both rows. For both rows of dilution
holes, the top and bottom dilution holes were aligned with o
another in the span and streamwise directions. Many combus
are designed with a swirler followed by dilution holes producin
an opposite sense of rotation as the swirl thereby reducing
overall exiting swirl. Since a swirler was not included in th
study, the dilution holes were aligned with one another with t
aim of having only a small exit swirl.

In addition to liner cooling holes and dilution holes, seconda
coolant flow was added to the primary passage through a slo
the exit of the combustor section, which is shown in Fig. 4. T
purpose of the feed holes is to control the coolant mass flow fr
the slot and to provide impingement cooling on the backs
of the liner. The pin fins provide a conduction path from the lin
to reduce the liner metal temperature. The percent mass fl

Table 1 Operating conditions and geometry
Transactions of the ASME
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addition relative to the exit mass flow from this slot as well as
the panels was matched to that of the engine and is reporte
Table 1.

Flow Control for the Liner Cooling, Dilution Holes, and
Exit Slot. As indicated in Table 1, 44% of the flow from the fa
is directed through the primary passage of the combustor sim
tor while 56% of the flow is directed through the secondary co
ant passages to provide the flow for the liner coolant, dilut
holes, and exit slot. The correct flows for each of the panels is
using previously determined discharge coefficients, the total p
sure in each of the liner supply chambers (Po,c), and the exit
static pressure~p`!. A number of experiments were conducted
evaluate the discharge coefficients for the liner cooling pan
since it was suspected that an array of cooling holes would
necessarily have the same discharge coefficient as a single
nor as a single row of holes. Measurements for the discha
coefficients were made using a laminar flow element~the true
flow rate! the total pressure in the plenum, and the static press
at the start of the film-cooling test plate.

To verify our capability in measuring discharge coefficien
comparisons were made to results presented in the literatur
Burd and Simon@17#. Figure 5 shows these comparisons as w
as the effect of the number of rows of film-cooling holes. Incre
ing the number of rows tends to slightly increase the discha
coefficient. This may be expected given the fact that as the n

Fig. 4 Schematic illustrating the combustor liner exit slot

Fig. 5 Measured discharge coefficients of the film-cooling
hole arrays
Journal of Turbomachinery
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reduction in the resistance to the flow resulting in higher discha
coefficients.

As mentioned earlier and indicated in Fig. 2~a!, the flow to each
of the liner panels comes from individually shutter-controlled su
ply chambers. Uniformity of the flow exiting the film-cooling
holes for each panel was checked by taking a velocity profile w
a hot-wire at the end of each panel liner. Figure 6 shows a re
sentative sample of velocity profiles taken at three different sp
wise locations downstream of the last row of film-cooling hol
on the first panel. The data indicates uniformity among the ho
and a double peak in the velocity profile resulting from the
fluid from the upstream rows being pushed above the jet fl
exiting the last row of cooling holes.

The mass flow through the dilution holes were set by takin
velocity profile across the exit of the holes. There was a relativ
large amount of flow exiting the dilution holes~35% of the total
combustor exit flow! making it difficult to have a supply chambe
large enough. The velocity profiles exiting the dilution holes we
relatively flat, which allowed the flow rate for each dilution ho
to be accurately calculated. The coolant flow rate through the
was set by measuring the pressure drop across the feed
shown in Fig. 4. Given that the feed holes were spaced sig
cantly far apart~eight hole diameters!, these feed holes were as
sumed to act as single holes having a discharge coefficient of

Test Section Description. As discussed throughout this pa
per, the overall objective of these studies is to evaluate real
combustor exit conditions on the development of the thermal
flow fields in a downstream turbine vane passage. Prior to mak
this evaluation for a turbine vane in which the flow experience
large turning, a reference condition was chosen to be the com
tor simulator followed by a straight test section with no va
present. By making adiabatic effectiveness measurements do
stream of the combustor along a straight endwall with no turni
it provides a baseline for us to evaluate the maximum combu
liner coolant available for cooling the downstream platform. B
cause of the secondary flow patterns that develop in a vane
sage, it is expected that this baseline would be somewhat hi
than that which occurs in a vane passage.

The data presented in this paper is for the reference conditio
a straight test section with no vane, as illustrated in Fig. 2~e!. Note
that for these measurements, the wind tunnel was converted t
open loop tunnel. This tunnel configuration had the advantag
allowing a long downstream test plate, but had the disadvan
of not allowing the use of a laser Doppler velocimeter due to

Fig. 6 Measured velocity profiles downstream of the first
panel at three different spanwise positions
JULY 2002, Vol. 124 Õ 511
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seeding issue. The width and height of the downstream test
tion were 1.1 m and 0.55 m, respectively. The side and top w
were constructed from 1.27-cm thick acrylic. The bottom wa
which was the test plate, was a composite of 1.27-cm th
urethane foam (k50.037 W/mK) on top with a 3.8-cm thick
polystyrene plate as the next layer and a 1.9-cm plywood p
as the base. The top wall had a number of ports in which a c
tal fluoride window could be placed for the infrared came
measurements.

Instrumentation and Uncertainty Estimates. Flow field
data presented in this paper include measurements of the
pressure field and mean and turbulent velocities. Total pres
measurements were taken with a small Kiel probe having a h
diameter of 1.6 mm. A small probe diameter was needed to in
good measurement resolution for the exit slot, which had a he
of 16 mm. Streamwise mean velocity measurements were ta
with a single hot-wire probe and a Pitot-static probe. Streamw
turbulence levels and length scales were measured using
single hot-wire probe. All of the pressure transducer and hot-w
voltages were converted to pressures and velocities using Lab
software.

The mean thermal field and adiabatic surface temperatures
also measured. The thermal field data was collected using a
having five type E thermocouples. The wire used to constr
these thermocouples was 0.25 mm in diameter. To insure min
conduction effects on the measured temperatures, the lead wir
the bead were bare thermocouple wires that were 6.35 mm l
The urethane foam test plate downstream of the combustor s
lator was instrumented with type E thermocouples mounted fl
with the surface. These measurements were compared with
surface temperatures measured using an infrared camera. W
using the infrared camera, positioning crosses were placed on
endwall plate to scale and translate the pictures spatially. For e
image, five pictures~with each picture being averaged over 1
frames! were needed to insure a good average for the sur
temperatures. In some areas the pictures were overlapped re
ing in a larger number of averages.

To set the flows in each of the supply chambers for the line
pressure differences between the total pressure in the chambe
a static pressure at the start of the liner plate were measured
insure the pressure taps were truly sensing the total and s
pressures correctly, independent total and static pressures
compared to those made using a pitot-static probe. The differe
pressure measurements for each of the supply chambers were
from calibrated transducers with a maximum range of 12.7 m
H2O. As mentioned previously, the dilution flowrates were set
measuring the velocities at the exit of the dilution holes with
pitot-static probe. The pressure difference across the slot was
sured using a transducer having a range of 127 mm H2O.

The partial derivative and sequential perturbation methods,
scribed by Moffat@18#, were used to estimate the uncertainties
the measured values. Precision uncertainties were calcu
based on a 95% confidence interval. For the streamwise veloc
measured using the hot-wire, 100,000 samples were taken g
an uncertainty, including the bias and precision, of 1.8% for
mean velocity at a turbulence level of 14%. The precision unc
tainty for the streamwise rms velocities was 2.6% at that sa
turbulence level. The integral length scales were calculated u
eight samples of 80,000 data points taken at a sampling rat
20,000 kHz giving a precision uncertainty of 15%. Each to
pressure measurement used 60,000 data points to comput
mean values. The estimate of bias and precision uncertaintie
the mean pressures, which were presented in non-dimens
form was 7.6% for aDP520.51, which occurred in the near-wa
region of interest. At lowerDP values, the uncertainties wer
much higher such that for aDP520.14, the uncertainty is 27%
The bias and precision uncertainties on the adiabatic effective
values, using the five-averaged pictures, was60.038 giving an
512 Õ Vol. 124, JULY 2002
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uncertainty of 6.5% ath50.59. The thermal field contour unce
tainties, including both bias and precision, at a level ofu50.52
was 8.2%.

Experimental Results
As previously mentioned, the data that will be presented in t

paper is for the case with no turbine vane present downstream
the combustor simulator. The focus of the results in this pape
on the effects of the dilution jets with regards to the exiting dow
stream flow and thermal fields. The flow conditions for the tw
cases are given in Table 1. Note that the two flow conditions,
dilution and no dilution, were achieved by maintaining nearly t
same combustor exit velocity thereby requiring a higher inlet
locity for the combustor simulator in the no dilution case. To
pressure, mean and turbulent velocities, and the thermal field w
measured in a plane normal to the flow direction either on top
the step or downstream of the slot with both locations being ill
trated in Fig. 2~b!. The downstream location corresponds to t
stagnation location of the first vane~if it were present!. The mea-
surement plane on top of the step was located five cooling h
diameters upstream of the slot exit~x/D525, wherex is mea-
sured from the slot exit!, which is 14 cooling hole diameter
downstream of the last row of cooling holes on the last pan
Adiabatic effectiveness measurements were made on the
downstream of the slot.

Flow Field Results. For the conditions without the vane be
ing present, the flow is expected to be symmetric about
midspan and about the midpitch of the test section. The mids
symmetry was verified experimentally and is shown in Fig. 7~a!

Fig. 7 Mean velocity profiles measured at the exit of the simu-
lator in the span „a… and pitch „b… with, and without the dilution
jets
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for the dilution and no dilution cases, while the midpitch symm
try is shown in Fig. 7~b!. These profiles were taken at a strea
wise distance ofx/D525. The spanwise velocity profile~Fig.
7~a!! was taken at the midpitch location of the test section, wh
is aligned with the center of the dilution hole in the first row
dilution holes ~and when present the stagnation location of
turbine vane!. The pitchwise velocity profile was taken at the mi
span of the test section. Note thatz/S50.5 corresponds to the
endwall location and since this data was taken on top of the s
the values measured at the wall correspond to a location th
slightly above zero atz/S50.455.

Figure 7 shows very different velocity characteristics for t
dilution on and off cases at this location. For the spanwise~radial!
profile ~Fig. 7~a!!, the effect of the dilution jets was to flatten ou
the profile across the span relative to the no dilution case.
clear that in both cases, there is still a higher speed fluid in
near wall resulting from the coolant injection. The pitchwise~cir-
cumferential! profiles ~Fig. 7~b!!, indicate a variation in the ve
locities for the dilution hole case. The lower velocities in Fig. 7~b!
correspond to the locations of the second row of dilution ho
Although the second row of dilution jets has a lower moment
flux ratio than the first row of jets, the second row is direct
somewhat upstream because of the angle of the third panel.
represents a flow blockage in the mainstream resulting in lo
velocities.

Turbulence profiles, based on the measured streamwise rms
els and local mean velocities, are given in Figs. 8~a! and ~b! for
the same locations as given in Fig. 7. Since the geometry b
used in this study is representative of a combustor, the exi
turbulence levels should be indicative of those found entering
turbine of an engine. Evidence in the literature suggests that
same turbulence levels exist whether combustion is present o
~Zimmerman@19# and Moss@20#!. The effect of the dilution jets a
this location is to elevate the turbulence level range to be betw
15–18%. For the spanwise turbulence profile~Fig. 8~a!!, the tur-
bulence from the upstream film cooling holes in the near w
region affects the span as high as 25% for the no dilution c
with the turbulence levels being higher in the near wall regi
The effect of the dilution jets is such that the turbulence in
mainstream is higher than in the near wall region and with
decrease starting at 20% of the span. The pitchwise profiles in
8~b! show two peaks that correspond to the two dilution h
locations in the second row.

Also shown in Fig. 8~b! are the measured integral length sca
across the pitch at the mid-span of the test rig. These inte
length scales were normalized using the diameter of the dilu
hole in the first row. As seen on Fig. 8~b!, the length scale is on
the order of the diameter of the dilution hole. It has long bee
question among the turbine community as to what is the cor
turbulent length scale to simulate. These results, along with
results previously reported by Moss@20#, indicate that the integra
length scale is a strong function of the dilution hole size. A
shown in Fig. 8~b! is an increase in the integral length scale
y/W50.25, which corresponds to the second row of diluti
holes. Note that the dilution hole diameter for the second row
42% larger while the length scale in this region increased by 2
These length scales can be compared to those simulated in
previous work by Radomsky and Thole@13,14#. While the length
scales for the previous work were 10% of the turbine vane pi
the length scales measured in the current study would be so
what larger at 14% of the turbine vane pitch.

Figure 8~c! shows the energy spectra of the turbulence at
combustor exit for a location with the largest length scale a
smallest length scale. While the spectra shows a typical25/3
region and does agree with the von Karman spectra, the ine
subrange extends less than two decades. This is in contrast t
data previously reported by Radomsky and Thole@13# for a tur-
bulence level of 19.5% achieved using their active turbulence g
erator grid. Results using the active grid showed an inertial s
Journal of Turbomachinery
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range that extended slightly more than two decades. These re
indicate that at this location the viscous dissipation occurs
lower wave numbers as compared with the active grid results

Figure 9 shows contours of the normalized streamwise velo
and the local turbulence level for the dilution case. The measu
contours given in Fig. 9 were in a plane that was one-quarter
turbine sector in the pitch (y/W) direction and one-half of a tur-
bine vane span in theZ/S direction. Note that this portion of the
exit plane can be mirrored due to symmetry conditions. Th
measurements were made at a streamwise position relative t

Fig. 8 Turbulence profiles measured at the exit of the combus-
tor simulator in the span „a… and pitch „b…, and streamwise
velocity energy spectra „c…
JULY 2002, Vol. 124 Õ 513
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end of the slot atx/D525. Figure 9~a! still shows slight rem-
nants of the dilution jets, but with a larger variation in the ne
wall region as a result of the film cooling injection. The turb
lence level contours show a variation from the 14.5–18% with
peak aligned with the center of the dilution jet in the second r
Since the highest turbulence level is associated with the dilu
hole, the highest turbulence level would be expected to be at
vane stagnation if the vane were clocked with a dilution hole. T
is important to recognize in terms of the high heat transfer a
mentation that would occur at the vane leading edge. In gen
the lowest turbulence levels are in the near wall region.

As can be seen in Fig. 9 there is a large variation of the velo
and turbulence across the pitch (y/W). For this region, total pres
sures at the slot exit were measured at a position near the to
the slot. These total pressure variations are presented in Fig
along with a schematic illustrating the feed holes and pin fin
cations. The variation in total pressure is quite large and is so
what periodic corresponding to the feed hole locations. CFD
sults ~which are not presented in this paper! have indicated that
the flow exiting the slot is dependent on how the feed holes
aligned with the pin fins and how the secondary flows from
dilution jets interact with the exit slot flow.

Fig. 9 Contours of normalized streamwise velocity „a… and tur-
bulence levels upstream of the slot exit „b… for the dilution flow
case

Fig. 10 The nonuniform total pressure profile across the pin-
finned exit slot. Below the plot is an indication of where the pin
fins and slot feeder holes are located.
514 Õ Vol. 124, JULY 2002
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Contours of the normalized total pressure for the no dilut
and dilution cases are shown in Fig. 11. The location for th
measurements corresponds to 2.9 step heights downstream o
slot. The differences between the no dilution and dilution ca
are quite drastic. While in both cases the total pressure in the
wall region is the lowest pressure, the pressure variation above
slot location is much larger for the no dilution case than for t
dilution case. These differences are caused by the effects o
dilution mixing and by the fact that there is a slightly high
momentum flux ratio for the jets exiting the last panel for the
dilution case. There is only a slightly higher total pressure reg
above the slot for the dilution flow case. The dilution flow ente
the combustor with a relatively high total pressure, which in tu
raises the total pressure in the primary flow path. As a result,
total pressure variation in the span direction (z/S) is reduced.

Figure 12 presents a pitchwise-averaged, nondimensional
pressure for the dilution and no dilution cases as compared w
total pressure profile if assuming a two-dimensional, turbul
boundary layer. The turbulent boundary layer profile is for
boundary layer having a thickness that is 9% of the span hav
an Reu53400. Figure 12 indicates a larger variation for the
dilution case as compared with the dilution case. Neither of th
profiles, however, are similar to what occurs for a turbule
boundary layer approaching the vane. Figure 12 indicates
there is an increase in the total pressure followed by a decrea
the wall is approached. It is expected that the resulting secon
flow pattern developing in the turbine would not be the same
that with a turbulent boundary layer.

Thermal Field Results. As mentioned previously in this pa
per, a heater in the primary flow path and heat exchangers in
secondary flow paths allow for thermal field simulations. F
these experiments, the primary flow was heated to levels that w
nominally 16°C above the coolant temperatures. The meas
thermal fields for the no dilution and dilution cases are given
Fig. 13 for the downstream slot location. Note that the freestre
temperature used in the thermal field normalization~u! and for the

Fig. 11 Nondimensional total pressure profiles of the exit slot
for the no dilution „a… and dilution cases „b…
Transactions of the ASME
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adiabatic effectiveness levels~h! was based on the mass averag
temperature for the dilution flow case. Since much of the flow
the combustor exit is from either the cooling liner or from t
dilution holes, the overall freestream temperature was reduced
account for this reduced temperature, the mass averaged tem
ture was calculated and used with the coolant temperature a
driving temperature potential. For the no dilution flow, th
freestream temperature used is the temperature of the flow
downstream of the heaters. For the case with no dilution, F
13~a! shows that there is very good coverage of the downstre
endwall plate. The spanwise extent of theu50.7 level was as high

Fig. 12 Spatially averaged nondimensional total pressure pro-
files downstream of the combustor liner slot for the no dilution
and dilution cases compared to a turbulent boundary layer †21‡

Fig. 13 Nondimensional thermal field contours after the exit
slot for no dilution „a… and dilution „b…
Journal of Turbomachinery
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asz/S50.1 for the no dilution case. In comparison, the case w
dilution indicates much less coolant along the endwall as show
Fig. 13~b!. The thermal field for the dilution case also shows t
slightly cooler temperatures apparent in the main flow as a re
of the second row dilution jets.

Adiabatic effectiveness contours close to the slot exit are gi
in Fig. 14~a!~b! for the dilution flow case. Note that the first 3.3D
streamwise distance are contour levels that were measured o
of the pin fin liner plate. The high adiabatic effectiveness lev
~;0.5! are from the remnants of the upstream film-cooling ho
on the pane. Downstream of the slot, it is quite apparent as to
non-uniformity of the slot exit flow based on the local adiaba
effectiveness levels. The levels just downstream of the slot
quite high even at the location where the leading edge of the v
would be placed (x5L).

Figure 14~a!~b! shows the downstream adiabatic effectivene
levels measured using an IR camera as compared with the
couples~TC! that are embedded in the surface of the uretha
foam endwall plate. There is good agreement between the IR c
era and thermocouple measurements at the two different pitch
positions. Note that both of these pitchwise positions are sligh
off the centerline of the endwall test plate and do indicate so
variation in the pitch. This is to be expected based on Fig. 14~a!.
At 100D downstream, the two different pitchwise measureme
indicate the same level suggesting a more uniform coverage
give a perspective on these distances, a streamwise distan
130D ~the last measurement location! corresponds to 1.8 true
chord lengths downstream of the turbine vane. At 130D down-
stream, the adiabatic effectiveness levels are still 0.2 indica
that there is a potential for using the combustor liner fluid to c
the downstream turbine platform if there were no secondary flo
present in the vane passage.

Conclusions
This paper describes the development of a scaled-up tes

that simulates the aft end of a gas turbine engine combustor. F
and thermal field measurements were made at the exit of the s

Fig. 14 Adiabatic effectiveness contours „a… and downstream
levels „b… on the endwall for the case with dilution jets
JULY 2002, Vol. 124 Õ 515
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lator to determine prototypical conditions for the downstream t
bine. These tests were conducted with no turbine vane prese
provide a baseline for comparison. With no downstream turb
vane present, the measured adiabatic effectiveness levels o
downstream endwall represent the best that could be achi
along the vane passage endwall if no secondary flows are pre

The results of these measurements put in question the accu
in assuming either a constant total pressure field or a turbu
boundary layer approaching the turbine vane-endwall junct
The total pressure field measurements clearly showed a pr
much different than would be present for either of the two pre
ously stated assumptions. While the effect of the dilution jets w
to reduce the variations in the total pressure and velocity fi
there was still some variation in the near-wall region. The m
sured turbulence indicates that levels entering the turbine for
type of configuration are between 15–18%. The results in
paper also indicate that the length scale of the turbulence sc
closely with the turbulence producing mechanism, namely the
lution hole diameter. This latter result is important because ge
ally the dilution hole diameter is known for a particular turbin
engine design thus providing information for more accurate h
transfer predictions.

The thermal field contours indicated that the dilution jets
creased the mixing of the coolant exiting the slot and the upstr
film cooling holes, thereby reducing the coolant available
cooling the downstream platform. Although there was a reduct
the adiabatic effectiveness levels along the downstream platf
were still quite high at what would be one chord downstream
the slot exit if the vane were present.
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Nomenclature

ALP 5 air loading parameter, ALP5Po
1.75ArefD ref

0.75eT/300/ṁ
C 5 true chord of stator vane

Cd 5 discharge coefficient,Cd5ṁ/AholeA2r(Po,c2p`)
D 5 film cooling hole diameter

D1,D2 5 dilution hole diameters for first and second rows
E(k) 5 energy spectra of streamwise fluctuations

E11 5 defined asE1152pE(k)/urms
2 Lx

f 5 frequency
H 5 test section height
I 5 momentum flux ratio,I 5rcUc

2/r`U`
2

K 5 acceleration parameter defined as
K5(ndU` /dx)/U`

2

k 5 thermal conductivity
L 5 film cooling hole length
ṁ 5 mass flow rate
M 5 mass flux ratio,M5rcUc /r`U`
P 5 vane pitch

Po ,p 5 total and static pressures
R 5 gas constant

Re 5 Reynolds no. defined as Re5CU` /n
s 5 surface distance along vane measured from flow st

nation
S 5 span of stator vane

Ss ,Sp 5 streamwise, pitchwise film cooling hole spacing
T 5 temperature

Tinf 5 mass averaged freestream temperature
Tu 5 turbulence level defined asurms/U

urms 5 root mean square of velocity fluctuations
U 5 local, mean streamwise velocity component
W 5 turbine sector width
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X,Y,Z 5 global coordinates defined in Fig. 2~a!
x,y,z 5 local coordinates

h 5 adiabatic effectiveness,h5(Tinf2Taw)/(Tinf2Tc)
hu 5 loading parameter,ṁ/(Vol Po

1.8100.00145(T2400))
k 5 wave number,k52p f /U

DP 5 nondimensional pressure,
DP5(Po2Po,ms)/(0.5rUave

2 )
Lx 5 integral length scale

r 5 density
n 5 kinematic viscosity
u 5 nondimensional temperature,u5(Tinf2T)/(Tinf2Tc)

Subscripts

1,2 5 dilution row 1 and 2
ave 5 spatial average
aw 5 adiabatic wall
in 5 inlet location of combustor simulator

ms 5 midspan
ref 5 combustor reference dimensions

rms 5 root mean square
ex 5 exit location of combustor simulator

inf, ` 5 freestream conditions
c 5 coolant conditions
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